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Game of the Saeculum Edition Includes

Developer Commentary where Rob Lach whispers secrets into your ear and desperately tries to fit a commentary 3x as
long as the actual game

Game Mode Switches Including modes like 66.6 which allows you to play the game at 66.6% speed and Huetrip
making everything continuously shift colors.
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Rob Lach
Publisher:
Rob Lach Games, LLC
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or Later

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 Equivalent

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB Graphics Memory, OpenGL 2.0 Compatible

Sound Card: Required
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What the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, none of the DLC actually works. Fix
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665steam.. A bit short but sweet.. Pretty fun game. Not as deep or as visually polished
as Vagante, but the boss variety makes up for that. I think one of my favorite parts is the difficulty. It seems like it's your skill
level that makes it easier or harder here, and not just enemies with cheap attacks or waves upon waves of enemies. It's quality
over quantity. And the bosses can seem impossible at first until you learn their patterns, and once you've got their number it's
still not overtly easy. Overall there's just enough challenge to push you without being frustrating.

If you're a fan of Vagante and Rogue Legacy, I highly recommend this game.. Allows you to learn some basic vocabulary, how
to write it, how to say it and what it means but unfortunatly doesn't teach you grammar, so you won't completly be able to speak
russian. But it's still a good start.. A short enjoyable experience. The user experience could use some support in terms of control
support, installation, and navigation. But a nice quick experience overall.. Great little game. The controls take a bit to get used
to, but when you have them down it becomes a blast. I'd suggest using a controller, though.. awesome game i play this game at
13th yo nostalgic. Its a very good game i recommend it, good, clean, not taking much space on my PC. my first ever steam
review: don't buy this, it's contains just the bare minimum of what is required in order to be considered a game. it basically plays
itself. you just have to stand there and watch the scenery go by. no collision detection at all, run into a tree? no problem! it
contains one single level on which you do 2 laps (yes, a skiing game with laps), and then it just ends. no back to main menu, no
option to quit or do anything. you just stand there until you quit the game from the steam overlay. it all just feels extremely lazy
and unfinished.
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The devs have put out a lot of content for free lately and if selling this helps them put out more content in the future, (both paid
and free) - then sure, I'll buy it. I'll put these buildigns and objects to use, they're very cool and will add a lot of diversity overall
to the maps. Particularly excited with the addition of floors, which can also be used as ceilings, in conjunction with walls, to
build your own structures. I am happy with this package and would recommend buying it right away, as its currently on sale.

That said, in the future if they release a paid DLC setting theme, I'd also like to see more new AI sets along with the enemy
parts, and music matching their theme. For me I think that'd make it feel worth the 10$. The new boss they've added basically is
a Death Knight, but summons 2 skeletons to fight alongside him. A neat little twist, but not quite as unique I'd hope for
something being sold separately. Still, an absolutely amazing new temple, and lots of other buildings, props and character parts
that open up a whole new avenue of design. If you are looking for more to work with inside of myworld, then this is a great
purchase for a great game.

One other thing I like is that the DLC contents have both a separate tab where you can see them all in one place, \/and\/ all of
those parts are also sorted automatically into their respective folders. For example you'll find the DLC buildings in both the
DLC tab, and in the buildings tab. Makes for very convenient access.. Well I really wanted to know what KennyS and s1mple
life's was and thanks to ValvE for making this kind of effort I really liked this

PEACE.. I highly recommend this game as it is very entertaining and easy to lose track of the time.

The game does not have a tutorial. Thus, you have to try yourself, what you can do and how different mechanics work in order
to survive.

+ You learn yourself.
+ Simple (2D, you can only rotate the puzzle and move rabbit).
+ Most of the puzzles can be figured out with careful thinking. In the few cases you have to try and hope - and learn.
+ In addition to the thinking, a good timing is needed.
+ The puzzles do not repeat themselves.
+ Personal opinion\/taste: I like the atmosphere and (dark) colors.

- In a few puzzles, the outcome depends more on luck than skill. It can be annpoying to repeat them in order to proceed.
- Might have been a bug, but when I had a pause (few weeks) for playing this, the game reset my progress and achievements. It
was a little bit annoying to go all the (low) levels through again.. If you want to do an IFR flight, dont get it. AP doesnt work.
Can't go wrong with this classic tactical rpg strategy game with realistic elements from that time period, such as the ai following
sounds to each mercenary having not only having different statistics, but different attitudes and reactions to certain mercenaries
and actions. Not all mercenaries can be hired at the start, but as the game goes on, more will be willing to work for you, for the
right price. Those who played XCOM should give this a try, even though this is a dosbox port of the original. The price may
make a little sense since its two games in one download.

And here's a tip: Be sure the first mercenary you get is Ivan, me speaks Russian in all versions and is a bit expensive, but his
marksmanship more than pays off, and he is one of the mercenaries that will work for you in the beginning.. Wow! Superb,
cinematic scene direction that will keep you on your toes from the first opening scene. The story is well thought out and
interesting, if predictable. Drawings and animations are terrific, and voice acting is for the most part excellent.

I should also note that it's nice to have a female lead with a male sidekick and no romantic involvement. Sounds so trivial, but
too many games suffer from boring gender clichés.

I would also like to thank the developer for supporting Linux.. In it's genre it's a great game. The mechanics of this game look
familiar, the gameplay is familiar but what makes this game shine beyond others in it's genre is that it has a nice touch. What
makes this game feel special is the funny way the "story" is told.

In the game you rescue enchanted frogs by letting them kiss a famous princess. Famous as in you will recognize the fairy tale
their from. The way that this story is included in the game is nicely done. You will rescue 3 princes in total in the game for each
you will only need just under an hour to complete. This is the only downside on the game. It's a very short game.

Outside sales or bundle offers this games price is a bit steep considering the amount of gameplay you will get out of it. Buy it on
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sale or in a bundle and it wont be wasted.
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